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Friday, August 19
Optional Presentation: Basic Photography | Kyle Cook and Melissa Southern 
5 to 6 p.m. | Classroom in the Clouds
Beginner’s photography instructional - a great place to come with questions about your camera or questions 
about shooting photography at Grandfather Mountain.

Saturday, August 20
“Photography Wildlife and Birds in Flight with Mirrorless Cameras” | Vinny Colucci
4:15 to 5:15 p.m. | Classroom in the Clouds
Vinny Colucci switched completely to mirrorless camera technology August 2018. He is 100% mirrorless and 
presently shoots the Nikon Z camera line. He has also tested and has shot the Fuji and Sony line of mirrorless 
cameras. Vinny will go over his camera settings and techniques that have allowed him to capture wildlife and 
well as those all difficult birds in flight with his mirrorless systems. He will show what his does and how he does 
it in hopes it helps you make a transition to the mirrorless. His keep it simple technique will help you make that 
next step. Vinny’s current cameras are Nikon Z6, Z7, Z6 II, and Z9.

“The Magic of Flowers” | Donna Eaton
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. | Classroom in the Clouds
Flowers make wonderful subjects for everyone. They can easily be found and offer many beautiful colors, tex-
tures, and shapes. Choice of lens, correct aperture, background, light and exposure can all make a difference in 
making an outstanding image. Learn what you need to know to take captivating images of flora that celebrate 
nature and make your images stand out.

Sunday, August 21
“Finding Smaller Stories” | Jamie Konarski Davidson
9 to 10 a.m. | Classroom in the Clouds
While the grand and larger landscapes offer spectacular opportunities for photography, there are magical small-
er stories waiting to be discovered and shared. In this session, Jamie will show you how to look for and find the 
smaller stories, the intimate landscapes. The smaller stories can go deeper than intimate landscapes into macro 
& close-up imagery. Learn a variety of creative techniques and composition tools that will help you create stron-
ger images using the magic of Grandfather Mountain as your model.

“Infrared in Nature” | Tony Sweet
10:20 to 11:20 a.m. | Classroom in the Clouds
Infrared is quickly gaining in popularity. The inherent surreal properties of B&W infrared are always surprising 
and redefines the visual world. We will also touch on the world of false color Infrared. We will breach the curtain 
between the world we can see and the one we can imagine through image examples illustrating the effects of 
angle, quality of light, times of day and weather conditions.


